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1. Introduction. This paper deals with inclusion relations among

three matrix methods of summability, the Euler methods, E(p), the

Taylor methods, T(r), and certain methods related to the Taylor

methods and designated S(q). Matrices which define these methods

are

(1) E(p) m Enk(p) = (¡)í*(l -/>)-*- P*0;

(2) T(r) m Tnk(r)   = (1 ~ 0n+1 (    ) r*"", r 9* V,

("!>'•
(3) S(q) =- Snk(q)   - (1 - q)n+1 ̂    fc    J ?*,   5 9* 0, q 9* 1.

Particular attention is paid to the case when the orders p, q, and r

are complex constants.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the regularity of the E(p)

and T(r) methods are, respectively, 0<p^l [3], and 0^r<l [4].

S(q) is regular if 0 < q < 1 [2 ], and by means of the Silverman-Toeplitz

theorem it is easily shown that S(q) is regular only if 0<g<l.

Letting DW denote the domain of values of z for which the geo-

metric series is summable to (1 — z)_1 by the method W, we have

(4) DE(p):   |i-(l- l/p)\   <  \l/p\   [3],

(5) DT(r):   \z\   < | 1/r | , | 2 - re |   <  | 1 - re |   [S],

(6) 7J5(9):   \z\   <  \l/q\,        \z- l/q\   >  \ 1- l/q\ .

This last domain is readily obtained after transforming the sequence

sk = (l-zk+1)/(l-z) by the matrix Snk(q).

Agnew [3] has dealt with the inclusion E(p2)Z)E(pi) for pi and p2

complex, and Laush [4] has similarly treated T(r2) ~2) T(ri).

2. S(q2)Z)S(qi). Meyer-König [2] has shown that for 0<g<l one

does not obtain inclusion relations among the S(q) methods. A similar

result for the complex case is contained in
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Theorem 1. If \qi\ <1, \q2\ <1, and qi?éq2, there are no values of qi

and q2for which S(q2)'Z)S(qi).

Proof. Let G, C2, G, and G denote respectively the four circles

with equations

1*1-  |l/?i|.
\z- l/qi\   =   |1- l/qi\,

I Z I   =    |   l/?2 |  ,

| z - l/q21   =   | 1 - l/qt | .

Now 5(52^-SXçi) if there exist points which lie in DS(qi) but not in

DS(qi). This situation will occur if there exist points which lie inside

Ci, Cz, and G, but outside C2. Let R denote this region. Because

DS(q2) lies inside G, there is no hope of having S(qi)~2)S(qi) unless

II/32I > 11/Si| 1 so hereafter we make that assumption. If l/qi, l/qt,
and 1 are not collinear, C2 and C4 both pass through 3 = 1 but are

not tangent to each other. It is easily seen that there exist points

arbitrarily close to 2 = 1 which belong to R. If 1/gi, I/32, and 1 are

collinear, let L denote the line segment through these three points.

Now C2 and G are tangent at z = l. If l/qi and l/q2 lie on the same

side of 1 there exist points close to 1 which are inside G and outside

C2 and so belong to R. If l/qi and l/q2 lie on opposite sides of 1, one

encounters points of R when moving along L from 1 toward l/qi.

Thus, in all cases there are points which belong to R, so S(q2) ~X> S(qi).

3. Matrix products. In the remainder of our inclusion considera-

tions we shall use the results of matrix products to suggest relation-

ships between the orders p, q, and r that may constitute necessary

and sufficient conditions for inclusion.

Because E~1(p) =E(l/p) we consider first the product S(q)E(l/p).

Theorem 2. If \p\ <l, \q\ <l, and \q(l-l/p)\ <1, then

S(q)E(l/p)=s(        q        Y
\p + q- pqf

Proof. For non-negative values of n, m, and k,

/n + k\/k\      /n + k\/n + m\

\    k   ) \ m)     \n + m) \   m   )

so
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Snk(q)Ekm(l/p) = ¿(1 - ?)-+1(Bl" V(*)(l/Í)"(l - l/P)k-m
fc=o \    k   /    \m/

pm(l- l/p)m\   m    )k=m\n + m)

(1 - q)n+1qm /n + m\ ™  /n + m + i\

pm \   m   / <_o \        »        /

) 1/(1 - q + q/p)<***\
m   /

because |g(l —1/£)| <1. Finally,

r p(i - q)  ~\n+1/n + m\ T q T"
S..(?)£ta(l/#) -    "TZ-9J-\     ( )L   ,    *     ,

L^ + q - pqj     \    m    / Lp + q - pqj

\p + q - pq/
= Sn    .

pq/

4. Inferences from the matrix calculations. Theorem 2 suggests

conditions under which S(q) might include E(p) when use is made of

the following formal matrix calculation :

If S(q)E~1(p)DT then right multiplying by E(p) and assuming

associativity yields S(q)Z)E(p). But S(q/[p+q — pq]) is regular if

and only if

0 <- < 1 or 1 =
p + q- pq p + q- pq

+ 1-
p + q- pq

which is equivalent to

(7) \l/p+l/q-l\   =  | 1/p |   + | î/q - 11 .

This implies the collinearity of the points 1/q, 1, and 1 — 1/p with

the point z = 1 lying between the other two points.

With p and q related by (7), upon comparing DS(q) and DE(p) we

encounter another relationship between p and q which, in conjunc-

tion with (7), might guarantee inclusion of E(p) by S(q), namely

(8) \l/q\   >  \l/p\   + \l-i/p\.

Conditions (7) and (8) turn out to be sufficient for the desired inclu-

sion.

5. S(q)DE(p).

Theorem 3. If \p\ <1, \q\ <1, and if p and q satisfy conditions

(7) and (8), then S(q)DE(p).
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Proof. Suppose that a given sequence {sí} is summable E(p) to s.

The E(p) transform of {5,} is given by

-too-k = ¿J      )pi(l - p)k-{Si    and    lim <rk = s.
,=0 \ « / *

Writing {sn} as the E(l/p) transform of {ak} and taking the S(q)

transform of {5«} yields

*<7t.(9)      tm=(l-q)-+1¿ZÍ fS     J (1/¿>)*(1 - 1/Í)-
n=o\    n    /     k=.a\k/

The convergence of {ck} implies that \ak\ ^M for k = 0, 1, 2, • •

Then

\U\  £M\l-q\»»Z( )\q\n¿Z[ ,)|l/íNl-l/#|-
n-o\     n     / k=0\k/

, .        * (m + n\,    ,    . .
= jf|i-?|-+'E(       ) ? "( Vi  +  i-Vi )»

n-0 \       «       /

JI7 I 1 - q I -»+1

[1- |g|(|l/#| + |l-l/i|)] m+l

where the last step is justified by (8). Since the series in (9) converge

absolutely, it is permissible to invert the order of summation and

write

00 °°  /m + n\ / n \

lm=(l- q)™+1 S (1/#)»(1 - l/#)-*«r* E( )( t )(? - <l/P)n
*=o n-k \    n     / \ k /

= (l-î)"+1Z .      )(l/p)"(l-l/p)-"<rk
k~a \     K    /

™/m+i+k\
•E(       _,_,   )(?-9/i»i+i

,-_o V   m + k   /

"  /w + k\ 1

-(.-!_)-£(- + •)(—!_)'„,
\        p + q- pq)       i,o \    *    /\p + q- Pq/

where |g —g//>| <1 because of (8). Now {im} is the S(g/[£+g—pg])

transform of {o*}, and the regularity of this matrix, which is assured

by (7), is sufficient in order that {sí} be summable 5(g) to 5, and that

S(q)DEip).
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Corollary. If 0<p<l, 0<q<l, and l + l/q>2/p, then S(q)

DE(p).

Theorem 4. If \p\ <1, |g| <1, and S(q)~~~)E(p), then the following

conditions hold:

(7) | lip + i/q - 11  - | l/p |  + | l/q _ 11

(10) \l/q\   =  \l/p\   + ¡1- l/p\.

Proof. Let C\ denote the circle \z— (1 — l/p)\ = | l/p\, and C2 de-

note the circle | z— l/q\ = 11 — l/q\. If (7) does not hold, the centers

of G and C2 are nor collinear with 1. Then it is readily seen that

DE(p) and DS(q) overlap, and so (7) is necessary. Now suppose that

(7) holds, but that \l/q\ <\l/p\+\l-t/p\. In this case a point z

can be chosen which lies inside C\ but outside | z\ = | l/q\. This im-

plies that zEDE(p) but zEDS(q), hence S(q)$E(p), and so (10) is

necessary.

Corollary. If 0<p<\, 0<q<l, and S(q)DE(p), then l + l/q

£2/p.

In comparing Theorem 3 and its corollary with Theorem 4 and its

corollary we note the unresolved problem suggested by the presence

of the equality sign in (10) and in the last corollary.

6. E(p)~2)T(r). Using the same approach to study the relation

E(p)Z)T(r) we first obtain the matrix product

(11) E(p)T(p) = S(p),

which follows after a straightforward calculation and use of the bi-

nomial coefficient relation

y(k\(   m   \ = (k + m\

«-o V n ) \m — n)      \   m   j

Since T-\r) = T(r/[r-l\), E(p)T~\r) = S(p) if p=r/(r-l). If

0<p<l, S(p) is regular, and possibly E(p)DT(r). That these condi-

tions do turn out to be sufficient is brought out by

Theorem 5. Ifp = r/(r-l) and 0<p<l, then E(p)DT(r).

Proof. Suppose that a given sequence {sí} is summable T(r) to 5.

Let {ak} denote the T(r) transform of {sí}. Since T~l(r) = T(p), the

E(p) transform of the T~l(r) transform of {o-k} is given by

(12)      in = ¿f " V"(l - P)"-m(l - P)m+l Z (   )p*-' 'ik.
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Because the summation on m in (12) is finite we may invert the order

of summation, obtaining

tn = j:j:(n\(k\p^-py+^

i=o m=.o \ml \m/

i too*»-ÛJfc=n+1  m_o \m/ \m/
+

icr)(1-  p)n+1pkOk.

Thus {/„} is the S(p) transform of {<r*}, and so when 0<p<1, S(p)

is regular, |s¿} is summable E(p) to 5, and E(p)~0)T(r).

A condition which is both necessary and sufficient for this inclu-

sion is contained in

Theorem 6. If p=r/ir — 1) and 0< [r| <1, /fee« Eip)Z)Tir) if and
onlyif0<p<l/2.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition 0<£<l/2 follows from

Theorem 5. To prove necessity, suppose that p does not lie between

0 and 1/2. Then, since 0<|r| <1, it follows that p<0 and 0<r<l.

For any p<0, l — l/p>l and so DE(p) lies entirely to the right of

the point 2 = 1, and thus does not contain the point 20 = 0. For any r

for which 0<r<l, 7)F(r) contains z0. Hence 20G7T(r) but z0EDEip)

and Eip) cannot include 7"(r).

7. Siq)DF(r). We employ the same technique in considering

5(g)D7"(r). Using the relation

"  (m + k\ ( n \ ( m\

£( . )(J(-1,' = (-1)"(J
we obtain the matrix product Siq)T~1iq) =5(g)F(g/[g-l]) =E(q).

This result is in harmony with (11) but does not follow from it. In

this case, the inference is that if 0<g<l, 5(g)DF(g). However, as

we shall see in Theorem 7, we need to have

(13) < 1.
1 - g|   -  \q\

This condition, when taken with 0<g<l, leads to the restriction

0<g<l/3.

Theorem 7. 7/0<g<l/3, then 5(g)DF(g).

Proof. If 0<g<l/3, then
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1
(14)

1-g

1
< —

2

Suppose that a given sequence {si} is summable 7"(g) to s. Let {ak}

denote the F(g) transform of {s,}. The Siq) transform of the r_l(g)

transform of {o-k} is given by

"   im + n\ 1
= (i-ç)m+1E(       )qn7l—

n-0 \      «      / (1 —  5

k-n\nj \1 — q)

q)n+l

k-n
I       <rk.

Since {ak} is bounded, absolute convergence of the series in (15) can

be shown by using (14) and (13). Then

00   K  /m + n\ / k \

t=EE )(     )«*(! -?)-*-*(-D*-»«r*
„=0 ¡fc~» \      «      / \ « /

-£(-i)*(i -3)m-^L        )(   )(-Dn
¡fe=0 n-0 \      »      /   \ » /

= ¿ (-?)*(! -g)M-v*(-i)*(^

fc_0 \ £ /

j*(l - ç)"-W

Thus {tm} is the £(g) transform of {o*}, and so when 0<g<l/3,

7£(g) is regular, {s,} is summable Siq) to 5, and 5(g)DF(g).

8. Conclusion. Owing to analytic difficulties encountered in com-

puting the matrix product Tir)E~1ip), and our inability to obtain

5_1(g), the matrix approach to the study of the relations 7\r)!)£(£),

Eip)~DSiq), and F(r)D5(g) gave no results.
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